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Since October 2015 everyone in the Parish of North Newnton has had the
1. October
2017and opinions about what they believe is
chance
to give– November,
their views
important
forjust
our
We
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infoininBottlesford
the following
‘We like things
thecommunity.
way they are” has
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said gathered
by a numberthis
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and Hilcott. (North Newnton wants more change.)
ways:
So, an exercise to focus on the buildings of all kinds in our Parish, and the spaces in between
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Parish
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Parish website nnpc.org.uk and the conclusions are below.

Volunteers in each of the 3 villages have come forward to lead on this and each will be given
forms and maps to give to neighbours. If you’d like to take part and haven’t received a form
CONCLUSIONS:
from a neighbour, you’ll find them on the Parish website and at The Woodbridge Inn and
The Seven Stars. Or contact Fenella Rouse (Steering Group rep.) 07818 233 225 or
• arkbottlesford@gmail.com
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about
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be able
give youenvironment
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Other villages have told us it’s fun to do and, if we do it, we can have descriptions of all 3

• villages
North
Newnton is more open to new building than the other villages,
and the land in between, to guide any future planning that might be suggested at
in general there is some support for balanced development.
anyhowever
time.
• WeWe
are very disturbed by traffic, in terms of speed and pedestrian
ask you to return the forms and maps to the Parish Council Postbox, Hilcott Village Hall,
SN9safety.
6LE by 20th November, 2017.
•

We have a good community spirit and would like it to be even better.
2. December, 2017
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Objectives, which is a critical part of the Neighbourhood Plan. Everything
distribute a form (called a Housing Needs Survey) to each household in the Plan area, in our
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decides
on the
timing and we are asked to distribute the
forms at the end of November and beginning of December, with a return date of the end of
December. The forms will give us all a chance to say whether we or anyone in our family

